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Description:

Aims and Scope:

MEDICAL VERITAS is the pre-eminent journal that
serves as an interface between academics, scientists, researchers, medical practitioners, and concerned patients and parents. Relevant topics
range from basic research, general medical practice, vaccines, treatments, bias and other conflicts
of interest in research, to immunology, vaccine
injury, and infectious diseases.

Medical
Veritas
is
dedicated to (a) leveling out the medical
playing field, (b) removing conflicts of
interest from medical
decision making, and
(c) educating both patients and healthcare
providers by presenting truths that otherwise might be hidden
or are misrepresented
through public relations propaganda. We
will give everyone the opportunity to probe into
the world of Medical Veritas.

Goals:
1. Attract
manuscripts
promoting
improved
health care, not merely what is expedient,
convenient or financially rewarding.
2. Foster scientific and social commentary among
authoritative spokespersons and the media.
3. Pursue both basic and therapeutic-oriented research.
4. Devise, develop, and evaluate relatively inexpensive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.
5. Provide principles and applications of suppressed medical and scientific technologies.
6. De-politicize public health.
7. Create a movement to address the adverse
vaccine reactions and vaccine-related injuries
afflicting children and adults.
8. Investigate risk factors for those individuals
with late onset autism, neurological complications and other vaccine adverse events.
9. Investigate the role of vaccine-derived and
other biological components in either causing
or contributing to disease.

Key aspects include:
academic research
adjuvants
adventitious agents
asthma/allergies
autism
autoimmunity
cancer
clinical trials
cost/benefit
developmental applications
diabetes
disease prevention
efficacy

epidemiology
field trials
Gulf War Syndrome
HIV/AIDS
immunity
immunology of protection
legislation
molecular biology
regulation
safety
Shaken Baby Syndrome (SBS)
social implications
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

Disclaimer: The information in Medical Veritas relates to general principles of medical care and should not be construed as specific
advice for any given patient. Use of this information in any particular medical scenario remains the responsibility of the healthcare
professional and Pearblossom Private School, Inc.–Publishing Division assumes no liability or responsibility (1) for any errors or
omissions in such information and (2) as the result of its practice. If you have or suspect you have a serious health problem, you
should consult a qualified healthcare provider.

